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Abstract

Reynolds’s abstraction theorem [21], often referred to as the parametricity theorem, can be used to derive
properties about functional programs solely from their types. Unfortunately, in the presence of runtime
type analysis, the abstraction properties of polymorphic programs are no longer valid. However, runtime
type analysis can be implemented with term-level representations of types, as in the λR language of Crary
et al. [10], where case analysis on these runtime representations introduces type refinement. In this paper,
we show that representation-based analysis is consistent with type abstraction by extending the abstraction
theorem to such a language. We also discuss the “free theorems” that result. This work provides a foundation
for the more general problem of extending the abstraction theorem to languages with generalized algebraic
datatypes (gadts).
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1 Introduction

Reynolds’s abstraction theorem [21] serves as a characterization of parametric poly-

morphism. It asserts that parametrically polymorphic functions behave in a uniform

way, independently of the types at which they are used. Importantly, the abstrac-

tion theorem can be used to derive equivalences involving functional programs, just

by observing the types of these programs. Wadler [27] refers to these equivalences

as the “free theorems” associated with particular types.

For example, one free theorem (not the most general one) about the polymorphic

λ-calculus (also known as System F [13]) is that for any function f of type ∀a.a → a

we know that for any type τ and term h : τ → τ we have the following equivalence

f [τ ] ◦ h ∼= h ◦ f [τ ]
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where ◦ indicates function composition and ∼= indicates program equivalence, a rela-

tion that we will make more precise later. From this free theorem we can conclude

that f must behave like the identity function, as h could be any arbitrary function.

However, Reynolds’s abstraction theorem does not hold for all extensions of the

polymorphic λ-calculus. In particular, it does not hold in the presence of an operator

for runtime type analysis, such as the typecase operator from Harper and Morrisett’s

language λML
i [14]. In this language, polymorphic functions do not always behave

parametrically. For example, the following function increments integers, but is the

identity function for any other type.

f = Λa.typecase a of {Int ⇒ λx :Int.succ x | ⇒ λx :a.x}

Consequently, even though f is of type ∀a.a → a, we can contradict its free theorem

by picking h = (λx :Int.8).

f [Int ] ◦ (λx :Int.8) 6∼= (λx :Int.8) ◦ f [Int ]

Runtime type analysis is a useful language feature for datatype-generic (also called

polytypic) programming. It can be used to define type-indexed operations such as

generic parsers, pretty printers, iterators and other operations that automate the

boilerplate of working with algebraic datatypes. However, partly because of the

negative interactions with type abstraction, few functional languages support it.

An alternative approach to generic programming is to use term representations of

types to simulate runtime type analysis, such as in the language λR [10]. In this

language, typecase analyzes terms that represent types, instead of types. The type

of a term representation reveals what type it represents—if the term e represents

type τ , then term e has type R τ . Determining the identity of e simultaneously

determines the identity of τ . Because polymorphic functions in λR treat their type

arguments parametrically, Crary et al. conjectured that the abstraction theorem

could be extended to that language, but before this paper, no one has done so.

The question about representation types and parametricity has recently be-

come more important with the introduction of generalized algebraic datatypes

(gadts) [3,8,23,25,16,26], a variant of inductive families of types [12] originally de-

veloped in dependent type theory. With gadts, we may implement representation

types, enabling the advantages of runtime type analysis. For example, in recent

work we showed how gadts in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) [30] may be

used to implement a sophisticated library of datatype generic routines.

Using the gadt syntax of GHC, we can define the R representation type using the

following datatype declaration.

data R a where

RInt :: R Int

R
→

:: ∀ab.R a → R b → R (a → b)

Rany :: ∀a.R a
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The R datatype has several constructors, each corresponding to the representation

of a particular type. For example, RInt serves as a runtime representation of the Int

datatype. The R
→

constructor takes the representations for the argument and the

result type of a function type, and returns a representation of that function type.

The Rany constructor is an “un-representation”—it represents any type, so does not

actually provide any run-time information.

Functions that take arguments of type R τ may perform case analysis on these

arguments. However, unlike ordinary pattern matching, in the types of the branches

the type τ is refined according to the constructor matched each time. Consider the

function g below of type ∀a.R a → a → a.

g = Λa.λy:R a.case y of {RInt ⇒ λx:Int.succ x | ⇒ λx:a.x}

In the case for RInt , the type variable a is refined to be equal to Int , so the particular

branch is acceptable even though the type of the case expression is a → a.

Note that the free theorems about functions that take type representation arguments

should be weaker than those for functions that do not. For example, for any function

g of type ∀a.R a → a → a we should not expect that

(g [τ ] r) ◦ h ∼= h ◦ (g [τ ] r)(1)

holds for any appropriately typed r and h. To see why consider the function g above.

Equivalence (1) does not hold when h = (λx :Int.8) and r = RInt . Nevertheless, we

should still be able to derive a free theorem for g when it is applied to Rany , since

Rany does not introduce any type refinement:

(g [τ ] (Rany [τ ])) ◦ h ∼= h ◦ (g [τ ] (Rany [τ ]))

In this paper, we explore parametricity in the context of an explicitly typed poly-

morphic λ-calculus which includes various gadts, such as R above. The language

that we study is strongly normalizing, so the free theorems that we derive are not

exactly the same as those for a realistic language, such as the language that GHC

implements. However, working in this restricted world allows us to cleanly explain

our points without the complications that non-termination would require [19]. Our

work can be adapted to include non-termination and other computational effects,

but we prefer not to do so here.

The specific contributions of this paper include:

• We present a parametricity result for λR by giving a relational interpretation of

types as sets of pairs of closed values and showing that every well-typed expres-

sion is related to itself in the interpretation of its type. We derive free theorems

from this fundamental property. This interpretation of types is sound with re-

spect to ground equivalence and therefore suitable for reasoning about program

equivalence.

• We show that for pure System F types, the same free theorems as in System F

are derivable, but for types that involve the R datatype, free theorems can still be

derived, but may be, in general, less informative than theorems for R-free types.
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• However, not all gadts produce uninformative free theorems: we give an example

of a gadt Eq , that derives valuable theorems.

• We use the Eq datatype to show how our ideas extend to a language that sup-

ports arbitrary gadts. We are confident that the ideas presented in this paper

will extend to such a language by combining known techniques for relational in-

terpretations of recursive types in an operational setting [5,9,2,1]. We sketch how

this might be done, but leave the full details of the experiment as future work.

• We provide a complete formalization of the parametricity result in this paper in

the Isabelle/HOL [18] proof assistant, available from:

www.cis.upenn.edu/~dimitriv/parametricity/

This formalization should not only be viewed as supporting material, but also

as an extensive real-world study of representation techniques and proof methods

for polymorphic languages in proof assistants [4]. Our proofs are thoroughly

commented and available to other researchers.

2 Parametricity for System F

As a starting point, we review a standard parametricity result for System F extended

with an integer base type. In Section 3 we will extend this foundation to a language

with representation types. We begin with the syntax of System F:

Types σ, τ ::= a | Int | τ → τ | ∀a.τ

Terms e ::= i | succ e | x | λx :τ.e | e e | Λa.e | e[τ ]

Environments Γ,∆ ::= ǫ | Γ, a | Γ, (x :τ)

Values u, v ,w ::= i | λx :τ.e | Λa.e

Types include type variables, the base type Int , arrow types, and universal types;

terms include integer literals i and a successor operator succ, variables, abstractions,

applications, type abstractions, and type applications. Environments record type

variables introduced by type abstractions, and term variables introduced by term

abstractions. We write ǫ for the empty environment. We write σ{τ/a} for the

capture-avoiding substitution of τ for a in σ. The judgement Γ ⊢ τ ensures that

the free variables of the type τ are bound in Γ. The typing relation is given with

judgements of the form Γ ⊢ e : τ . The operational semantics that we use is a

standard, small-step, call-by-name. We write e1 → e2 for the transition relation

and e1 →∗ e2 for the reflexive and transitive closure of the transition relation. We

write e1 ⇓ e2 to mean that e1 →∗ e2 and ∄e3.e2 → e3.

2.1 Relational interpretation of System F types

Every type of System F can be interpreted as a relation between closed values,

built up from the following definitions. For a closed type τ , we define the set of

all closed values of that type as Value(τ) = {v | ǫ ⊢ v : τ} and the set of binary
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relations between values of two different (closed) types as VRel(τ1, τ2) = {r | r ⊆

Value(τ1) × Value(τ2)}. We write idτ for the set {(v , v) | v ∈ Value(τ)}.

Definition 2.1 [Computation relation lifting] Let r ∈ VRel(τ1, τ2). The lifting of

r to a computation relation r∗ between closed expressions is given by:

r∗ = {(e1, e2) | ǫ ⊢ e1 : τ1 ∧ e1 ⇓ v1 ∧

ǫ ⊢ e2 : τ2 ∧ e2 ⇓ v2 ∧ (v1, v2) ∈ r}

Definition 2.2 [Semantic substitutions δ] Assume that r ranges over arbitrary

value relations. Semantic substitutions are given by:

γ, δ ::= ǫ | δ, a 7→ (τ1, τ2, r) | δ, x 7→ (e1, e2)

We view semantic substitutions as partial maps. Whenever δ(a) = (τ1, τ2, r) we

write δ1a for τ1, δ2a for τ2 and δ[a] for r . Similarly when δ(x ) = (e1, e2) we write δ1x

for e1 and δ2x for e2. We extend the definition to δ1,2τ and δ1,2e homomorphically

(modulo capture-avoidance).

Definition 2.3 [Function space relation constructor] Let ra ∈ VRel(τ1
a , τ2

a ) and

rb ∈ VRel(τ1
b , τ2

b ). Then let ra ⇒ rb ∈ VRel(τ1
a → τ1

b , τ2
a → τ2

b ) be

ra ⇒ rb = {(v1, v2) | ǫ ⊢ v1 : τ1
a → τ1

b ∧ ǫ ⊢ v2 : τ2
a → τ2

b ∧

∀e1e2.(e1, e2) ∈ ra
∗ =⇒ (v1 e1, v2 e2) ∈ rb

∗}

We now give the relational interpretation of System F types.

Definition 2.4 [Relational interpretation of System F types] The interpretation of

types is given as a function defined recursively on the size of types:

[[Int ]]δ = idInt

[[a]]δ = δ[a]

[[σ1 → σ2]]δ = [[σ1]]δ ⇒ [[σ2]]δ

[[∀a.σ]]δ = {(v1, v2) | ǫ ⊢ v1 : δ1(∀a.σ) ∧ ǫ ⊢ v2 : δ2(∀a.σ) ∧

∀τ1 τ2 r.r ∈ VRel(τ1, τ2) =⇒

(v1 [τ1], v2 [τ2]) ∈ ([[σ]]
δ,a 7→(τ1 ,τ2,r))

∗}

Note that the interpretation of quantified types extends the given semantic substi-

tution δ, which is used for the interpretation of type variables. Strictly speaking,

for the interpretation of open types we only need the bindings of type variables in

semantic substitutions (and not bindings of term variables). However, the fact that

semantic substitutions can be put in one-to-one correspondence with typing envi-

ronments simplifies the formal treatment in Isabelle/HOL. In particular, we define

when a substitution δ is well-formed in an environment Γ, written as Γ ⊢ δ.
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Definition 2.5 [Well-formed semantic substitutions]

ǫ ⊢ ǫ

∆ ⊢ δ r ∈ VRel(τ1, τ2)

∆, a ⊢ δ, a 7→ (τ1, τ2, r)

∆ ⊢ δ (e1, e2) ∈ [[τ ]]δ
∗

∆, (x :τ) ⊢ δ, x 7→ (e1, e2)

The parametricity theorem can be proved with the following sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 2.6 (Interpretation of types is a value relation) If Γ ⊢ τ and Γ ⊢ δ

then [[τ ]]δ ∈ VRel(δ1τ, δ2τ).

Compositionality asserts that the interpretation of types depends only on the inter-

pretation of structurally smaller types.

Lemma 2.7 (Compositionality) If Γ, a ⊢ τ and Γ ⊢ σ and Γ ⊢ δ then

[[τ ]]
δ,a 7→(δ1σ,δ2σ,[[σ]]

δ
) = [[τ{σ/a}]]δ

The following theorem is referred to as the “soundness lemma”, or the “fundamental

property of the logical relation” or the “abstraction theorem”, or the “parametricity

theorem”. This theorem shows that well-typed terms are related in the relation

which is given by the interpretation of their types, and can be proven by induction

on the typing derivations appealing to the previous lemmas.

Theorem 2.8 (Fundamental property of logical relation) If Γ ⊢ e : τ and

Γ ⊢ δ then (δ1e, δ2e) ∈ [[τ ]]δ
∗
.

Free theorems can be derived by expanding definitions in the following corollary.

Corollary 2.9 If ǫ ⊢ e : τ then (e, e) ∈ [[τ ]]ǫ
∗
.

Example 2.10 [Free theorem for ∀a.a → a] Let ǫ ⊢ f : ∀a.a → a. The funda-

mental property then gives:

∀τ1 τ2 r ∈ VRel(τ1, τ2) e1 e2.(e1, e2) ∈ r∗ =⇒ (f [τ1] e1, f [τ2] e2) ∈ r∗

Let us consider any τ1, τ2, and ǫ ⊢ h : τ1 → τ2. Let ∼= be an equivalence relation

for typed terms that is evaluation-respecting and congruent. 3 Let r be the graph

of h, defined as r = {(v1, v2) | ǫ ⊢ v1 : τ1 ∧ ǫ ⊢ v2 : τ2 ∧ h v1 ⇓ v2}. Then

pick a value x such that ǫ ⊢ x : τ1 and (x , h x ) ∈ r∗. By the free theorem, it

has to be that f [τ1] x ⇓ w1 and f [τ2] (h x ) ⇓ w2, such that (w1,w2) ∈ r , that

is, h w1 ⇓ w2. Because equivalence is evaluation-respecting we have f [τ1] x ∼= w1

and by congruence h (f [τ1] x ) ∼= h w1. For the same reason h w1
∼= w2, therefore

h (f [τ1] x ) ∼= w2, and consequently

h (f [τ1] x ) ∼= f [τ2] (h x )

Moreover, because h is arbitrary, f must behave as the identity function.

We describe program equivalence here abstractly because we need only certain prop-

erties; we return to this definition in Section 3.2. The question of whether the logical

3 Precisely, we need the properties that, for appropriately typed expressions e and e1 and e2, if e1 → e2

then e1
∼= e2, and e1

∼= e2 implies e e1
∼= e e2.
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relation that we have presented coincides with a specific standard notion of program

equivalence (such as ciu-equivalence) is, to our knowledge, open. However, if we

restrict the interpretation of polymorphic types to only quantify over relations that

respect a particular definition of program equivalence, and close every constructor

on relations over this program equivalence, it can be shown that equivalence is a

sound and complete characterization of the logical relation (both for System F and

the extensions presented in the next section).

Additionally, observe that it is an easy corollary of the fundamental property that

all closed expressions of the language terminate. In essence, the relational interpre-

tation of types assigns relations to type variables, just as in Girard’s reducibility

candidates method [13] a type variable is assigned a candidate set. Adding a re-

cursion primitive in the language has no further complication for the soundness of

the relational semantics, provided that we quantify over ⊤⊤-closed relations [19], or

(alternatively) admissible relations, that is, strict and limit-preserving ones. How

to express admissibility syntactically has been studied elsewhere [5].

3 Type representations

We now extend System F to include type representations and show how to extend

the relational interpretation of types.

τ ::= . . . | R τ

e ::= . . . | RInt | R→
[τa ][τb ] ea eb | Rany [τ ] | rcase e of {eInt ; e

→
; eany}

u, v ::= . . . | RInt | R→
[τa ][τb ] ea eb | Rany [τ ]

We add the R type form, constructors for representing integer types (RInt), function

types (R
→

), and the “any” constructor (Rany). The rcase expression is an elimination

form that performs pattern matching on values of type R τ , selecting one of the

branches (eInt , e
→

, or eany). The operational semantics of the extensions are given

with a congruence rule (ecase) and computation rules that select a particular

branch.

e → e ′

ecase
rcase e of {eInt ; e

→
eany} → rcase e ′ of {eInt ; e

→
; eany}

erfun
rcase R

→
[τa ][τb ] ea eb of {eInt ; e

→
; eany} → e

→
[τa ][τb ] ea eb

erint
rcase RInt of {eInt ; e

→
; eany} → eInt

erany
rcase Rany [τ ] of {eInt ; e

→
; eany} → eany [τ ]
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The typing relation is extended with the following new rules.

rint
Γ ⊢ RInt : R Int

Γ ⊢ τ
rany

Γ ⊢ Rany [τ ] : R τ

Γ ⊢ ea : R τa Γ ⊢ eb : R τb
rfun

Γ ⊢ R
→

[τa ][τb ] ea eb : R (τa → τb)

Γ ⊢ ∀c . τ Γ ⊢ e : R σ Γ ⊢ eInt : τ{Int/c}

Γ ⊢ e
→

: ∀ab . R a → R b → τ{(a → b)/c} Γ ⊢ eany : ∀c . τ
rcase

Γ ⊢ rcase e of {eInt ; e
→

; eany} : τ{σ/c}

The rules for the new constructors, rint, rfun, and rany are standard. The

rule rcase is like a standard case expression, except that the type of each branch is

specialized to the represented type. Rule rcase first asserts that the type τ has one

distinguished free variable c with Γ ⊢ ∀c.τ . The result type of the case expression

is formed by replacing c with σ, when the scrutinee e has a R σ type. In the case of

eInt , we know that σ is equal to Int , so c is replaced by Int in that type. Likewise,

the e
→

branch requires first two types a, and b, and two representations, R a and

R b, acting as a pattern to match against e. It then returns an expression of type

τ , where c has been refined to a → b. Finally, the type of eany does not do any

refinement. These typing rules allow us, for example, to typecheck the example

from the introduction:

g = Λa.λx :R a.rcase x of { λw :Int.succ w ;

Λbc.λz :R b.λy :R c.(λw :b → c.w);

Λc . λw :c.w}

3.1 Extension of relational interpretation

We next extend Definition 2.4 with the interpretation of R τ types. A näıve attempt

at this definition merely checks the mapping of the type τ in δ to determine the

related pairs. For example, part of this definition might read

If δ1τ = δ2τ = Int then [[R τ ]]δ = {(RInt ,RInt)} ∪ {(Rany [Int ],Rany [Int ])}

since if δiτ = Int then the only closed values of type R Int are RInt , and Rany [Int ].

This näıve interpretation would have a similar case for the other constructors

as well: If δ1τ = τ1
a → τ1

b and δ2τ = τ2
a → τ2

b then we would relate pairs

(R
→

[τ1
a ][τ1

b ] e1
a e1

b ,R
→

[τ2
a ][τ2

b ] e2
a e2

b ) where (e1
a , e2

a) ∈ ([[R a]]a 7→(τ1
a ,τ2

a ,ra))
∗, for some

arbitrary relation ra , (e1
b , e2

b ) ∈ ([[R b]]
b 7→(τ1

b
,τ2

b
,rb)

)∗, for some arbitrary relation rb .

Finally, no matter what the definition of δ1τ and δ2τ is, we would always include

the pair (Rany [δ
1τ ],Rany [δ

2τ ]).
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However this definition is problematic. Consider the free theorem that results when

ǫ ⊢ g : ∀a.R a → a → a.

∀τ1 τ2 r.r ∈ VRel(τ1, τ2) e1
r e2

r e1 e2.

(e1
r , e2

r ) ∈ ([[R a]]a 7→(τ1 ,τ2,r))
∗ ∧ (e1, e2) ∈ r∗ =⇒ (g [τ1] e1

r e1, g [τ2] e2
r e2) ∈ r∗

Specifically, the above implies that:

∀r.r ∈ VRel(Int , Int) =⇒

∀e1 e2.(e1, e2) ∈ r∗ =⇒ (g [Int ] RInt e1, g [Int ] RInt e2) ∈ r∗

Let r be the graph of the constant function eight = λx :Int.8. Consequently:

g [Int ] RInt (eight x ) ∼= eight (g [Int ] RInt x )(2)

But, as we saw in Section 1, this equation is not true for every g of type ∀a.R a →

a → a! Technically, the problem lies in the proof of the fundamental property,

which states that, if Γ ⊢ e : τ and Γ ⊢ δ then (δ1e, δ2e) ∈ [[τ ]]δ
∗. Its proof proceeds

by induction on the typing derivation. The interesting case follows:

• Case rcase. We have that Γ ⊢ rcase e of {eInt ; e
→

; eany} : τ{σ/c} given that

Γ ⊢ ∀c . τ , Γ ⊢ e : R σ, and Γ ⊢ eInt : τ{Int/c} (and others). By induction

(δ1e, δ2e) ∈ [[R σ]]δ
∗. We now proceed by case analysis on δ1σ and δ2σ. Assume

that δ1σ = δ2σ = Int (the other cases would create similar problems). Then δ1e

and δ2e either both evaluate to RInt or the both evaluate to Rany [Int ]. Suppose

the former. By induction, (δ1eInt , δ
2eInt) ∈ [[τ{Int/c}]]δ

∗, hence δ1eInt ⇓ w1 and

δ2eInt ⇓ w2 so that (w1,w2) ∈ [[τ{Int/c}]]δ . Hence δ1(rcase e of {eInt ; e
→

; eany})

and δ2(rcase e of {eInt ; e→
; eany}) evaluate to w1 and w2 respectively. We need to

establish finally that [[τ{Int/c}]]δ = [[τ{σ/c}]]δ . Appealing to the compositionality

lemma, it suffices to show that:

[[τ ]]δ,(c 7→(Int ,Int ,idInt ))
= [[τ ]]δ,(c 7→(δ1σ,δ2σ,[[σ]]

δ
))

At this point the proof is stuck! Although we have that δ1σ = δ2σ = Int we have

no restriction on the interpretation of σ.

From this failed proof we see that in the interpretation of R σ we can return the

pair (RInt ,RInt) if δ1σ = δ2σ = Int and [[σ]]δ = idInt . Generalizing this idea, we see

that the interpretation of R σ must restrict the interpretation of σ. We define the

interpretation of R σ types using the operator R r below.
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Definition 3.1 [Extension for R σ types]

[[R σ]]δ = R [[σ]]δ

R (r∈VRel(τ1,τ2)) = { (RInt ,RInt) | r = idInt ∧ τ1 = τ2 = Int } ∪

{ (R
→

[τ1
a ][τ1

b ] e1
a e1

b ,R
→

[τ2
a ][τ2

b ] e2
a e2

b ) |

∃ra ∈ VRel(τ1
a , τ2

a ).∃rb ∈ VRel(τ1
b , τ2

b ).

r = ra ⇒ rb ∧ τ1 = τ1
a → τ1

b ∧ τ2 = τ2
a → τ2

b ∧

(e1
a , e2

a) ∈ (R ra)∗ ∧ (e1
b , e2

b ) ∈ (R rb)
∗ } ∪

{ (Rany [τ1],Rany [τ2]) }

The R r function is well-defined since the size of the types becomes smaller in sub-

calls. 4 The boxed parts of the definition indicate the restrictions imposed on the

interpretation of σ when interpreting R σ types. Note that the constructor Rany

does not restrict the interpretation of σ. The constructor R
→

only restricts the

interpretation of σ to be “functional”.

We have validated the fundamental property for this definition, and we now show

how it can be used to derive free theorems. (Note that the fundamental property

also gives us type soundness and termination.)

Example 3.2 [Free theorem for ∀a.R a → a → a] We show here that if ǫ ⊢ f :

∀a.R a → a → a, then f [τ ] (Rany [τ ]) must behave as the identity function. Note

that it is not the case that f behaves as the identity on its second argument in

general. The free theorem is:

∀τ1 τ2 r ∈ VRel(τ1, τ2). =⇒

(∀e1 e2.(e1, e2) ∈ r∗ =⇒ (f [τ1] (Rany [τ1]) e1, f [τ2] (Rany [τ2]) e2) ∈ r∗) ∧

(∀e1 e2.r = idInt ∧ τ1,2 = Int ∧ (e1, e2) ∈ r∗ =⇒

(f [τ1] RInt e1, f [τ2] RInt e2) ∈ r∗) ∧

(∀τ1,2
a τ1,2

b e
1,2
a e

1,2
b ra ∈ VRel(τ1

a , τ2
a ) rb ∈ VRel(τ1

b , τ2
b ) e1 e2.

τ1 = τ1
a → τ1

b ∧ τ2 = τ2
a → τ2

b ∧ r = ra ⇒ rb ∧ (e1, e2) ∈ r∗ =⇒

(f [τ1] (R
→

[τ1
a ][τ1

b ] e1
a e1

b ) e1, f [τ2] (R
→

[τ2
a ][τ2

b ] e2
a e2

b ) e2) ∈ r∗)

Assuming that x is of type τ1 and r is the graph of a function h with ǫ ⊢ h : τ1 → τ2

we get that

h (f [τ1] (Rany [τ1]) x ) ∼= f [τ2] (Rany [τ2]) (h x )

Taking τ1 = τ2, since the equation above must be true for any h we conclude that

f [τ ] (Rany [τ ]) must behave as the identity function on any type τ .

4 In our Isabelle/HOL formalization we deviated slightly from this definition and used an inductively
defined relation, with judgements of the form (v1, v2) ∈ R r . This allowed us to derive inversion principles
automatically instead of having to prove them from the definition of the function R.
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However, the free theorems for functions that include representation types have a

“you get what you pay for” feeling. Observe, for example, that the case of the

theorem above for f [Int ] RInt is not particularly informative.

∀τ1 τ2 r ∈ VRel(τ1, τ2) e1 e2.

r = idInt ∧ τ1,2 = Int ∧ (e1, e2) ∈ r∗ =⇒ (f [τ1] RInt e1, f [τ2] RInt e2) ∈ r∗

This case derives the following:

∀e1 e2 i.e1 ⇓ i ∧ e2 ⇓ i =⇒ ∃j.(f [Int ] RInt e1) ⇓ j ∧ (f [Int ] RInt e2) ⇓ j

The above simply asserts that if the function takes two arguments that can be

reduced to the same integer value, then the results will always be reducible to the

same integer value.

3.2 Ground equivalence

An easy corollary of the fundamental property of the logical relation is that two

closed related expressions are interchangeable in all program contexts that return

integer values.

Definition 3.3 A grounding context term Cτ (or simply context with a hole τ) is

an expression Cτ such that ǫ ⊢ τ and x :τ ⊢ C : Int for a distinguished variable x .

Definition 3.4 [Ground equivalence] 5 We write ⊢ e1
∼= e2 : τ iff ǫ ⊢ e1,2 : τ and

∀Cτ i . Cτ{e1/x} ⇓ i ⇐⇒ Cτ{e2/x} ⇓ i .

We can easily establish soundness for ground equivalence by directly applying the

fundamental theorem to grounding contexts.

Theorem 3.5 If ǫ ⊢ τ then ([[τ ]]ǫ)
∗ ⊆ (⊢ · ∼= · : τ).

Proof. Assume that (e1, e2) ∈ ([[τ ]]ǫ)
∗. Pick any context Cτ such that x :τ ⊢ Cτ :

Int . By the fundamental property, and since x :τ ⊢ (x 7→ (e1, e2)), we get that

(Cτ{e1/x},Cτ{e2/x}) ∈ ([[Int ]]ǫ)
∗ and therefore both evaluate to the same integer.2

It can be shown, via introduction of applicative equivalence as intermediate step

between the logical relation and ground equivalence, that this notion of equivalence

is evaluation-respecting and congruence, and hence can be used as the equivalence

relation mentioned in the previous sections. Doing so is out of the scope of this

paper, but the interested reader can verify that the methods presented by Crary

and Harper [9], for example, carry over in our setting.

5 This is not standard terminology; we use it in lack of a better one.
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4 Arbitrary GADTs

The form of Definition 3.1 has a close connection to a constraint-based presentation

of the constructors of the R datatype. In such presentations [31,8,24] the types of

the various R-constructors would be written as:

RInt :: ∀a . (a = Int) ⇒ R a

R
→
:: ∀abc . (a = b → c) ⇒ R b → R c → R a

Rany :: ∀a . true ⇒ R a

Each of these constructors induces a certain refinement, indicated by an equality

constraint. Our interpretation is motivated by the intuition that a constructor-

induced equality constraint τ1 = τ2 must restrict the interpretations of τ1 and τ2 in

the semantic substitution δ such that [[τ1]]δ = [[τ2]]δ and δi (τ1) = δi (τ2) for i = 1, 2.

Note additionally that the variables b and c on the type of the R
→

constructor can

be viewed as “existentially” quantified because they only appear only negatively in

the type of R
→

. This existential quantification is reflected in the logical relation

with the existential quantification over relations ra and rb .

This same intuition is applicable to the interpretation of arbitrary gadts. As

an example, let us consider a generalized algebraic datatype Eq τ1 τ2 with one

constructor, Refl [τ ], that enforces equality at the level of types.

Γ ⊢ τ
refl

Γ ⊢ Refl [τ ] : Eq τ τ

Γ ⊢ e : Eq σ1 σ2 Γ ⊢ ∀a.τ

Γ ⊢ eRefl : τ{σ2/a}
refl-case

Γ ⊢ rcase e of {eRefl} : τ{σ1/a}

The rule refl-case ensures that in the body of the expression, the type σ1 is

replaced with σ2. Turning to the relational interpretation, we can view Refl as

having type ∀ab.(a = b) ⇒ Eq a b, producing the following definition

[[Eq τ1 τ2]]δ = {(Refl [σ1],Refl [σ2]) | δ1(τ1) = δ1(τ2) = σ1 ∧

δ2(τ1) = δ2(τ2) = σ2 ∧ [[τ1]]δ = [[τ2]]δ}

Using this definition, the fundamental property gives a valuable free theorem.

Example 4.1 [Free theorem for ∀ab.Eq a b → a → b] Assume that ǫ ⊢ f :

∀ab.Eq a b → a → b. Then:

∀τ1
a τ2

a ra τ1
b τ2

b rb τ1 τ2 r.ra ∈ VRel(τ1
a , τ2

a ) ∧ rb ∈ VRel(τ1
b , τ2

b ) =⇒

τ1
a = τ1

b = τ1 ∧ τ2
a = τ2

b = τ2 ∧ ra = rb = r =⇒

(f (Refl [τ1]), f (Refl [τ2])) ∈ r ⇒ r ∗

We can now argue that for any ǫ ⊢ x : τ1 and ǫ ⊢ h : τ1 → τ2, taking r to be the

graph of h, we have:

h ((f [τ1] (Refl [τ1])) x ) ∼= (f [τ2] (Refl [τ2])) (h x )

12
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In other words, f [τ ] (Refl [τ ]) can only behave as the identity function on τ and

hence f can safely be used as (a part of) a type-safe generic cast function. The

theorem guarantees that its implementation is correct.

All gadts can be written as normal datatypes augmented with equality constraints.

So the technique that we describe here may be generally applied. However, in the

general case, interpreting arbitrary gadts subsumes interpreting arbitrary recursive

polymorphic datatypes, which itself is not an easy problem. This problem has been

extensively studied, as we discuss in the next section.

5 Related and future work

5.1 Relational parametricity and typing constraints.

The relational interpretation of representation types that we give in this paper

could be used to give a general treatment of equality-constrained polymorphism,

which we have never seen presented. We also are not aware of any extensions of

the abstraction theorem to type systems that include arbitrary constraints, such as

qualified types, although parametricity in the presence of subtyping constraints has

been studied [6].

5.2 Parametricity and intensional type analysis.

Washburn and Weirich [28] address the issue of parametricity and runtime type

analysis by using an information-flow type and kind system to track which types

are analyzed. In that setting, the non-interference theorem generalizes Reynolds’s

abstraction theorem. The free theorems in that language are more informative than

here because the types are more informative. However, that work did not address

free theorems for languages with gadts.

Another approach to deriving free theorems for representation types (and more

general GADTs) is to use an encoding in the third-order λ-calculus. For example,

in previous work [29] we showed how the R type constructor can be encoded with

the following definition:

λa :∗ . ∀b :∗ → ∗ . (b int) →

(∀cd :∗ . b c → b d → b (c → d)) → (∀c :∗ . b c) → b a

Using this encoding and a parametricity result for the third-order λ-calculus, one

may also derive free theorems for runtime type representations. However we quickly

rejected this approach because the theorems produced by this encoding are signif-

icantly more complicated—due both to the complexity of encoding as well as the

use of higher-order polymorphism—and are therefore difficult to apply to reasoning

about programs.

13
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5.3 Mechanizing logical relations arguments.

There is some related work in the formalization of logical relations arguments about

polymorphic λ-calculi in theorem provers. Donnelly and Xi prove termination for

the simply typed λ-calculus and System F using ATS/LF [11]. Also, Sarnat and

Schürmann [22] show that it is possible to use logical relation arguments in Twelf,

by first encoding an appropriate assertion logic. In that way, theorems about the

logical relation reduce to theorems about the consistency of the assertion logic.

However, some logical relations (such as this one) require higher-order logic as their

assertion logic, and it is not known how Twelf can establish the consistency of such

an encoded logic.

For our particular formalization in Isabelle/HOL we used the locally nameless tech-

nique. Bound variables are represented as de Bruijn indices, and free variables as

names. Our starting point was Leroy’s solution to the POPLmark challenge in

Coq 6 , with slight modifications in the way that we distinguished between type and

term variables. Additionally, we found Charguéraud’s suggestions [7] for avoiding

equivariance proofs helpful.

5.4 Recursive types and logical relations.

There is much related work in the area of logical relations for recursive and polymor-

phic types. Logical relation proofs are notoriously difficult for recursive datatypes—

without even considering gadts. The reason is that recursive datatypes prevent us

from defining the logical relation inductively on the structure or size of types. To

circumvent this restriction we can define such logical relations as fixpoints of cer-

tain generating functions. To solve the problem with contravariance, Pitts (based

on work of Freyd) [20,19], pioneered the domain-theoretic technique of defining logi-

cal relations by a diagonalization argument as fixpoints of bi-functors, that generate

relations. Showing that the “positive” fixpoint and the “negative” fixpoint of such

functors coincide relies crucially on the local continuity of these functors. Harper

and Birkedal [5], and later Crary and Harper [9] translate this technique into a

purely operational setting. A different approach involves step-indexed models [2,1],

where the logical relation relates triples consisting of an integer k and two values, to

mean that the two values are actually equivalent inside any computation that runs

at most for k steps, but may be distinguished later. Recently Vouillon and Mel-

lies [17] have proposed an operationally-based relational model in which recursive

types can be interpreted, the main characteristic being that the type language is

augmented with interval types. Finally, Johann [15] shows how to handle positive

(potentially type-parameterized) recursive datatypes.

5.5 Future work

There are several avenues that we plan to explore in future work. Most impor-

tantly, we would like to extend this work to arbitrary gadts in a nonterminating

6 http://pauillac.inria.fr/~xleroy/POPLmark/locally-nameless/
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language, using a constraint-based presentation and a syntactic model for recursive

polymorphic datatypes. That way our work would more directly relate to Haskell

programs. We would also like to add higher-order types (as in Fω) and a type-level

type analysis operator so that we may show parametricity for full λR. To do so,

we would start with ideas of Washburn and Weirich [28] who show how to extend a

relational interpretation of a second-order language with a limited form of type-level

type analysis.
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